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V-Guard’s ARIZOR 4150 is a state of the art 1.5 ton inverter AC stabilizer that provides 
excellent protection to your air-conditioner. Distinguished by a shape that complements 
your AC, its stunning textures perfectly complements the feel of the room as well as 
the connected equipment, making it your AC’s better half.

The stabilizer is equipped with a host of excellent technical features like smart voltage 
correction, micro-controlled operation, a digital display system etc., to ensure that the 
functioning of your air-conditioner is smooth and its delivery is seamless. Additionally, 
the stabilizer’s basic build, down to its core, is robust and secure, complete with an ABS 
cabinet and a capacity of 12 Ampere.

 ITDS (Intelligent time delay system)

  Equipped with an efficient Intelligent Time Delay System (ITDS), this AC stabilizer allows the compressor   
  adequate balancing time in periods of power failure. This smart technology ensures that there are no delays  
  in restarting when the stabilizer is in off-mode for three or more minutes. At the same time, it guarantees  
  that, in case power supply fails and comes back within three minutes, a time delay is automatically activated.

 Digital Display System

  ARIZOR 4150 is further strengthened by the inclusion of a unique and efficient digital display system. You will  
  be able to see essential details like input voltage, output voltage, and protection modes that are enabled,  
  such as low voltage, high voltage, overload cut-off, etc. very easily. The details are displayed in such a manner  
  that you can constantly ensure that the connected load is working in the safe voltage range displayed on the  
  stabilizer.

 Microcontrolled operation

  Given the fact that even a small voltage fluctuation can damage sensitive components of your connected air  
  conditioner, a microcontroller-based design is more than necessary.  The highly efficient microcontrolled  
  operating system facilitated by ARIZOR 4150 ensures that the mechanism of voltage correction operates at a  
  speed that is much faster than what conventional circuits can offer.

 Smart Output Voltage Correction

  The security of the ARIZOR 4150 stabilizer is further heightened with the addition of the advanced   
  technology of its Smart Output Voltage Correction. This technology can adjust the regulation range to work  
  in accordance with the supply voltage variation to gain the most satisfactory power regulation required for  
  the safe functioning of the connected load.

 Elegantly Designed Cabinet

  Easily the most distinguishable characteristic of this stabilizer is its remarkable look - a classy and flawless  
  finish that serves as a perfect complement to your air-conditioner; an excellent addition to your living space.  
  In short, the stabilizer’s elegantly designed cabinet enhances your AC’s beauty, giving it a seamless overall  
  look of sophistication. ARIZOR 4150 is your air-conditioner’s better half - one that is not just rich in features,  
  but aesthetically stunning across every aspect of its path-breaking design.

 Model Capacity Working Range (Input)  Cabinet Material Application Warranty Time Delay
 
 ARIZOR 12 Ampere  150 VAC - 280 VAC ABS One Inverter AC 3 Year 3 Minutes ± 20  
 4150    Up to 1.5 Ton or  Seconds ITDS  
     18000 BTU/Hour  


